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In recent years, the focus at
Thermoseal Group has changed
from distributor to manufacturer. In light
of this, the Group has revisited the brand image.
Samantha Hill, Marketing Manager at Thermoseal Group,
discusses the introduction of a new strapline and branding
strategy for the Group – ‘Dedicated to Insulated Glass’.
Glass-Technology International 1/2014
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Samantha Hill
Marketing Manager
THERMOSEAL
GROUP
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hermoseal
Group
started out as a
Birmingham-based
business supplying glass
machinery to sealed unit
manufacturers back in
1979. Its initial major success was the introduction of
one of the ﬁrst hopper-fed
hot melt machines used to
apply secondary sealant to
double glazing units. The
Group quickly developed a
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reputation as a supplier of
quality machinery backed
up with industry-leading
customer support. The
next major decision for the
organisation was to supply insulated glass sealed
unit components sourcing
quality components from
selected worldwide suppliers. With a strong grasp
on market requirements
and the ability to negotia-
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te suitable rates of supply,
this part of the Group grew
to become Thermoseal
Group’s core business with
over 1,500 components
on offer. The Group’s ﬁrst
manufacturing venture was
the purchase of Perma Led
adhesive lead company in
1999. This proved to be a
successful addition to the
Group’s product offering.
Until recently, we were

proud to promote ourselves as the UK’s leading
supplier of insulated glass
sealed unit components.
However, in the past few
years, Thermoseal Group
has, once again, opted for a
major strategic change – to
become a manufacturer of
warm edge products. This
change was, of course,
prompted by changes in regulations which have brou-

edge spacer. The Group
then embarked on an extensive research project to manufacture high performance
industry-leading products.
With investments in excess
of GBP 5 million to set up
a rapidly-expanding manufacturing base, as well
as a growing injection
moulding division, we are
now a leading UK manufacturer of warm edge spacer bars and accessories.
Thermobar warm edge spacer bar is now supplied to
the majority of UK sealed
unit manufacturers as their
preferred option due to its
manufacturability, performance and aesthetics. It is
also supplied to a number of
international customers. A
second warm edge spacer,
Thermoﬂex foam spacer,
has now been introduced to
the market and already has
a waiting list for supply.

time here, but it is the professionalism and dedication behind the scenes that
has led to the re-branding.
We are now far more than
a supplier to the insulated
glass industry. We are dedicated to its future.

DEDICATED TO
MANUFACTURING
BRITISH PRODUCTS
We are the only British
manufacturer of a range of
warm edge spacers (both
ﬂexible and rigid) and also
the only warm edge manufacturer to produce ﬁttings
in-house. We also injection
mould a range of Georgian
ﬁttings, as well as Perma
Led adhesive lead strip
and a range of machinery
for insulated glass production. We are committed to
expanding our manufacturing and injection moulding facility and developing
the range of warm edge
products that we supply –
our Innovation Centre is
key to this development.

DEDICATED TO
QUALITY AND
FUTURE PROOFING
PRODUCTS

ght about an increasing
demand for more energy
efﬁcient windows.
To meet this demand we
initially supplied a high
quality European leading
product – Thermix warm

I, for one, am proud to work
for a British manufacturer
and proud to have seen the
major growth and manufacturing development at
Thermoseal Group in my

We are the only UK insulated glass component
supplier who has invested
heavily in an Innovation
Centre run by material specialists and equipped with
all the latest equipment
for research, development
and ongoing testing of insulated glass components
(both brought in and own
manufactured products).
We have invested heavily in

research and development
of new products and have
a team of staff committed
to developing and continually improving products.
All warm edge products are
trialled with customers to
ensure that they are ideal
for purpose. We are the only
UK insulated glass component supplier with in-house
testing to EN1279 standards (standard for glazing
unit testing). We only work
with selected highest quality suppliers.
Thermoseal Group operates to ISO 9001:2008;
Complies with CE Marking Requirements and
supplies products tested to
EN1279.
We aim to provide recyclable products and packaging. Where possible, we
store and deliver products
in packaging (e.g. stillages,
reels etc.), which are returned to us and used for further deliveries. We encourage customers to recycle
where possible.

DEDICATED TO
OFFERING A WIDE
RANGE OF
INSULATED GLASS
PRODUCTS
We pride ourselves in being
a complete supplier to insulated glass sealed unit
manufacturers, committed
to offering a comprehensive range of components
and machinery.
The products and service
options that we supply include the following:
t JOTVMBUFE HMBTT DPN
ponents: spacer bars
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(warm edge, aluminium
and steel) and accessories (corner keys, ﬂexi
keys, connectors, duplex ﬁttings, gas keys
and gas ﬁttings);
t JOUFHSBUFE CMJOET SFTJ
dential and commercial);
t NPMFDVMBS TJFWF EFTJD
cants (standard and
mini bead); primary
and secondary sealants
for glazing (PIB, hot
melt, warm melt, polysulphide, polyurethane
and silicone);
t (FPSHJBO CBS BOE mU
tings (18x5 millimetres,
18x8 millimetres, 25x8
millimetres,
Muntin
bar and ﬁttings, foam
spacer ﬁttings, System
2, System 76 (45 millimetres), surface mount
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Georgian and a range of
other Georgian accessories);
t 7JDUPSJBO HSJMMF BOE mU
tings (6 millimetres and
8 millimetres).
Adhesive tapes:
t 1FSNB-FEBEIFTJWFMFBE
strip;
t HMBTTCFWFMT
t mMNT BTXFMMBTBXIPMF
array of tools, accessories and chemicals and
machine ancillaries used
in insulated glass sealed
unit manufacture.
Glass Machinery: As well
as providing tailored business solutions including
complete manufacturing
packages, we also supply
individual machines including: hot melt extruders;
gas ﬁllers; edge deletion
machines; water treatment
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plants; glass washers (horizontal and vertical); desiccant dispensers; Georgian
bar cutting and assembly
machines; production lines; panel press and roller
press machinery; PIB machines; PS and PU mixing
and silicone dispensing
pumps; machinery for spacer bar bending, cutting
and gas hole drilling; tilting
tables and machinery for
manufacturing with foam
spacer systems. Glass machines can often be tailormade to customer requirements.
We can also supply glass
machinery on lease-hire
and lease-purchase contracts.
Other services we provide
include:
t JOLKFU QSJOUJOH DPN

t
t
t
t

pany details on spacer
bar;
TVQQMZJOH TQBDFS CBS
with pre-applied PIB;
(FPSHJBOGBCSJDBUJPOT
DPMPVSNBUDIJOH DPN
ponents;
GSFF EFMJWFSZ JO UIF 6,
(subject to terms and
conditions to be agreed
when ordering goods).

DEDICATED TO STAFF
Longevity and loyalty are
key at Thermoseal Group.
We have staff members
who have been working
with us for over 30 years
and many over 10 years.
When possible we will promote staff from within the
organisation, but if we consider new knowledge or experience is required we will
recruit from outside too.

Thermoseal Group has
been Investors in People
Accredited for over 10
years. This standard provides a guideline for identifying and ensuring that
training and development
needs are met at all levels
of the organisation and annual training reviews are
carried out. Each member of staff is then given a
personal training plan to
build and develop individual skills for their particular role. Each member
of staff is kept informed
and involved at all levels.
All staff members receive
an employment package
including pension, bonus
scheme and other additional beneﬁts.
In the past few years we
have doubled the number of employees working
at Thermoseal Group –
mainly involved in the production of warm edge spacer and accessories.

DEDICATED TO
CUSTOMER SERVICE
We listen to our customers
and aim to build a symbiotic relationship to develop
our products and service
to meet their requirements.
We create bespoke products and packaging to suit
customers’ needs. We offer
a personal service and aim
to provide an order processing and delivery service
suitable for their business
requirements. All customers receive an immediate
order conﬁrmation. Each
customer is allocated an
area sales manager who is
experienced, knowledgeable, and always happy to
discuss account requirements with customers. If
we get it wrong, we put
it right as a matter of urgency.
We have our own network
of over 30 owned vehicles
to deliver our goods using

our own staff network operating from four UK sites
in Birmingham, Wigan,
Kent and Belfast.
A customer relationship
management system is in
place to offer a synonymous service and we compile customer surveys to
help to gain additional
service feedback and determine the next relevant
product.
We have invested in a bar
coding system to improve
accuracy of processing,
picking and delivering products. We add value to our
service where possible –
e.g. print spacer bar.
Investment in user-friendly
mobile and traditional
websites provide a key
service to customers, offering additional business
support services and all
product and service information, as well as downloadable documentation,
which are also a

means of product enquiry.
We also offer a marketing
support service to our customers.

DEDICATED TO BEING
LEADERS
In addition to all the reasons detailed in this article showing how we aim
to lead the industry, we
are also active members
of the Glass and Glazing
Federation and the Bundesverband Flachglas working within insulated glass
groups to represent the
views of insulated glass
manufacturers. We have an
export manager working in
Europe and various agents
and distributors across the
world to supply our products worldwide. We have
the expertise and facilities
to design and build insulated glass manufacturing
machinery tailor-made to
customer
requirements.
We have dedicated UK teams providing a bespoke
service from local depots
nationwide.

Thermoseal Group

Gavin Way - Nexus Point
Off Holford Drive - Birmingham
B6 7AF - UK
Tel: +44 – 121 – 331 – 3950
Fax: +44 – 121 – 331 – 3999

www.thermosealgroup.com
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